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2 coNTENT

WHAT’S IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

Dear Reader,
 
Welcome to the second issue of Weld Purging World for 2021.

In this month’s issue Chairman and Founder of HFT® Ron Sewell delivers a message to our 
readers. Ron gives an update on our Argweld Weld Trailing Shields® and welcomes our newest 
member of the team. 

We round up all the latest HFT® news and we feature our 
Technical Article focusing on some major advances in Weld 
Purge Technology.

If you have any information that you would like to be featured 
in future issues of this publication, please contact me. 
 
As always, we hope you enjoy the issue. 

Best wishes,

Michaela
Marketing and Social Media Manager 
michaelahess@huntingdonfusion.com
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i’d like to start by saying a big thank you to all of our readers 
for supporting us during 2020 and to date in 2021 with the 
restrictions imposed on us. We have been fortunate to be listed 
as an essential manufacturer and have therefore been able 
to retain a full and active staff complement on our premises 
throughout the pandemic so far.

We’ve received tremendous support from our customers and 
distributors and would like to thank you for helping us increase 
our turnover from the previous years’ results. 

at hft® we have one of the world’s most comprehensive 
technical databases specifically directed at Weld purging and 
associated technologies. this includes a library of publications, 

many of them being commissioned papers from leading international journals. When you need help 
or advice then do contact us – any of the staff at headquarters will provide support. our resident 
engineering director Mike fletcher continues to produce new technical papers. they are available 
by contacting our editor, Michaela, who will arrange to send you copies.

New Product Launch

recently we have been asked about our new argweld Weld trailing shields®. i thought you would 
all like to see something of our uK manufacturing facility so here it is.

We are very proud that our products are designed and manufactured in the uK and that we have not 
sought out lower cost producers overseas. total control means that we retain our quality standards 
and delivery schedules. 
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A mESSAGE fRom oUR cHAIRmAN
New Key Employee

ffion joined huntingdon fusion techniques in september 2019 as office coordinator and has 
quickly become an important part of the hft team.

ffion said: “Georgia has been extremely supportive throughout my time at 
the company and has continued to help me thrive, giving me opportunities 
to expand my skill set and knowledge. i’ve enjoyed learning the roles in 
each department and coming to grips with the world of Weld purging and 
more recently i have been working closely with the marketing team.”

Within the last few months ffion taken up running as a hobby and she will 
be participating in a charity 5km run every day for 14 days in memory of 
her Mother with proceeds will be going to Marie curie nurses. We all wish 
ffion a long and happy career with hft® and good luck with the charity 
run.  

finally……
 
i would love to hear from every person that reads this months magazine with any feedback that you 
have or even a quick “received and read” message. please contact me by email: 
rasewell@huntingdonfusion.com.
 
i wish you all a wonderful, successful and healthy year to come.
ron

Ffion pictured with her Mother

UPDATE fRom HQ
January was another great month with some product specials being 
manufactured and shipped around the World. here are some highlights:

over 50 of our 1 ppm Weld purge Monitor® were sold including the 
purgeye® nano, purgeye® 200 and purgeye® site.

64’’ low profile stopper was specially made for applications with 
temperatures reaching over 300°c (572°f).
 
custom Quickpurge® was manufactured with two different sized 
bladders (8’’ primary, 6’’secondary) to weld reducers offshore with Bp.

special flexible Welding enclosure® manufactured with a welding lens 
built into the chamber.
 
rubber inflatable stoppers manufactured for use at a uK power station. 



in January, huntingdon fusion techniques hft® joined the 
Welsh government and Wales nuclear forum for their Wales to 
canada nuclear digital trade Mission.

our ceo Managing director Georgia, who also gave a 
presentation at the event said: “it was such an successful four-
day virtual event. of course, with the pandemic, we haven’t been 
able to attend any industry events, so it was a great way to catch 
up without even leaving the office.”

42 companies represented to highlight opportunities in both 
countries for the new nuclear construction, reactor refurbishment/
life extension, decommissioning, sMr development, medical 
isotopes and university research collaboration.
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PURGENET™ AUXILIARIES

We’ve recently updated our website to showcase our new purgenet™ auxiliaries range. 

they include:

PurgeNet® Dew Point Purging Gas moisture Sensor™
Measurement of the dew point Moisture levels in purging Gas for critical Welds has never been 
easier than with the revolutionary hft® purgenet™ dew point purging Gas Moisture sensor™.

PurgeNet™ Smart cable
our revolutionary purgenet™ can help by controlling welding power 
sources such as orbital welders and any other automatic welding 
systems to switch on and off according to oxygen levels.

PurgeAlarm Visual Alarm Indicator™
the purgealarm™ Visual alarm indicator pna-02 is an ip66 rated 
industrial traffic light style column to convey the alarm status of your 
purgeye® Weld purge Monitor®™. can be fitted with single red light 
(stop) or green (go) and red light combination.

PurgeLog™ Data Logging Software
purgelog™ data logging software, purgelog™, is standard on all high spec hft® purgeye® 
Weld purge Monitors measuring down to 1 ppm.

PurgeNet™ machine Interface
our revolutionary purgenet™ can help by controlling welding power sources such as orbital welders 
and any other automatic welding systems to switch on and off according to oxygen levels.

Visit our website for more information on our purgenet™ auxiliaries range.
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cALENDAR: EVENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

as you may know, we updated our Weld trailing shields® last year. simply innovative developments and 
improvements on our Weld trailing shields, we constantly striving to improve our welding technology.
 
What’s new... 

- a quality engineered removable torch fixture, so that you 
can fit it to your welding torch first and then connect the 
rest of the trailing shield using a thumbscrew and quick 
release fittings on the argon hose (no tools required).
 
- Greater stability and manoeuvrability of the torch during 
welding.
 
- Main support bracket attached with stainless steel, 
threaded machine bolts.
 

- along with the new sleek design, our trailing shields® 
have a neW unique clip design, which means the 
welder can interchange different trailing shield sizes 
without having to change the welding torch.
 
- With our name and logo stamped onto every new 
argweld Weld trailing shield®, you can be sure the 
shield you are using is a hft design, we guarantee 
quality and 100% craftsmanship.
 
- Multi-mesh gas distribution system to ensure even, 
non-turbulent gas flow over the surface being welded.
 

- simple to set up, the welder connects argon feed hose the swivel elbow 
connector on the torch fixture.
 
all of our argweld Weld trailing shields® are manufactured at our hQ in the uK. 

ARGWELD WELD TRAILING SHIELDS®



the exposure to oxygen during the welding process on 
alloys such as stainless steel will result in discolouration 
and can severely reduce corrosion resistance properties. 
it is therefore crucial that the oxygen level is monitored 
throughout the welding process and kept to a desired level.

however, is often difficult for welding personnel to get an 
accurate reading of the oxygen level at the welding zone 
when welding lengths of tube and pipework of 20 metres 
length and more.

huntingdon fusion techniques hft®, a Weld purging products Manufacturer, has created the 
purgeye® 1000 Weld purge Monitor®, enabling operators to read the weld purge gas level from a 
distance for the first time.

ron sewell, chairman for hft® said: “the purgeye® 1000 incorporates a sensing head, which can 
be fitted onto any pipe Weld purging system. the oxygen level is then measured directly at the weld 
location and the information is electronically transferred to the monitor up to 1 km away.”

“the purgeye® 1000 now features purgenet™, a networking device designed for communicating 
the current oxygen reading from the Monitor, to another piece of equipment, such as the visual 
warning accessory purgealarm™ which indicates rising or falling purge levels.”

“if exhaust gas from a normal weld purge system is piped down a hose to a distant measuring 
instrument, it may take many minutes, or even hours in some cases, for a stable reading to reach 
the sensor. the exhaust gas may even be contaminated on the way by outgassing from the walls of 
the hose material or from air drawn in through a leaky connection.”

the purgeye® 1000 measures oxygen levels from 1,000 parts per million (ppm), right down to 1 
ppm (accurate to 10 ppm), ideal for welding metals such as stainless steels, duplex steels, titanium 
and zirconium where oxide free, zero colour welds are required time after time.
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supporting the backside or under side of weld 
joints will help prevent oxidation, eliminate re-
welding and require much less post-weld cleaning.

Weld Backing tape® available from huntingdon 
fusion techniques hft® supports weld roots, 
reducing sugaring and oxidation.

georgia gascoyne ceo Managing director for 
hft® said: “low cost Weld Backing tape® is 
very easy to use. By simply attaching the tape 
onto the root gap using the adhesive aluminium 
tape either side of the glass fibre centre, which 
keeps the weld joint free from weld tacks.”

“after welding, the Weld Backing tape® is removed, leaving the weld free from oxidation with no 
back gouging or grinding required.”

unlike ceramic fibre, Weld Backing tape® has no true melting point so it works satisfactorily with tiG 
or MiG welding (GtaW or GMaW) where temperatures can reach up to 6,000ºc. this overcomes 
the concerns associated with ceramic fibre versions that have a melting point of 1,800ºc.

Weld Backing tape® is available up to 600 amps and can be used for manual and automatic welding. 
it can help achieve higher welding speeds and dramatically reduce the amount of post weld cleaning 
required.

each tape consists of a 3” (75mm) wide aluminium adhesive tape, in the centre of which is a 1” 
(25mm) wide band of woven glass fibre. the glass fibre matting has differing thicknesses to match 
the welding current in use.

GLASS fIBRE WELD BAcKING TAPE® foR PERfEcT WELDS

AVoID PUTTING WELDS AT RISK WITH WELD PURGING DAmS

Manufactured from low vapour pressure materials, Weld purging dams are in use for where a 
conventional tandem Weld purging system cannot be used.

ron sewell, chairman at huntingdon fusion techniques hft® said: “even today, many companies 
are still allowing their technicians to spend time fabricating dams made of foam, cardboard, adhesive 
tape, wood and so on. like paper, these materials contain a high percentage of moisture, which is 
undesirable to have in the presence of a weld.”

“as these poor quality materials are warmed by the welding operation, they start to outgas their 
water vapour, which starts to circulate around the weld joint and combine with the weld pool to cause 

porosity and oxidation.”

apart from the benefit of having a metallurgically sound weld, the 
difficulties of cleaning an oxidised weld are eliminated, saving vast 
amounts of money in labour and material costs as well as the disposal 
costs where acids are concerned. now there is no more reason to put 
welds at risk by using apparently cheaper materials, when for a very 
low cost, argweld® inflatable Weld purge dams can be purchased 
instead!
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few would disagree with the fact that making high quality welds demands skill. Most metallurgical 
obstacles have been overcome through progressive development of filler materials. contemporary 
equipment for use in GtaW and GMaW is probably as good as it is likely to get. of the few 
difficulties remaining, the production of sound and oxide-free weld underbeads is arguably the most 
underestimated.

one of the principle requirements of the pipeline industry is a weld underbead that is physically 
positive, i.e., no undercut, smooth and free of oxidation and debris such as ‘grapes’ or ‘sugaring’. 
these defects can usually be removed by post weld grinding and polishing but this practice can 
be very expensive. far better to address the problem through the use of dedicated inert gas weld 
purging techniques. they provide a stable, oxygen-free environment throughout the welding cycle 
and thus eliminate oxidation.

the purging solution has been recognised for many years but only recently have the welding 
accessory manufacturers developed dedicated equipment. 

the last few months have seen the launch of several innovative improvements to the range of 
internationally approved weld purge systems manufactured by huntingdon fusion techniques ltd. 
exploiting current engineering developments in materials, electronics and specialist products such 
as gas valves, hft®’s designers, encouraged by customer feedback, have been able to make 
significant improvements to its range of purge equipment and instrumentation.

three principle products form the thrust of hft®’s argweld® purge range; Quickpurge®, purgelite® 
and purgeye®.

the argweld® product range was developed to help speed up the welding process for engineers 
involved in the fabrication of pipes and tubes. this was realised by using a design, which allows 
for easy and positive insertion into position and by limiting the purge volume. the product range 
has been used extensively and internationally during the welding of stainless steel gas and oil 
transmission pipework.

the Quickpurge® body employs synthetic fabrics throughout and incorporates an integral protective 
lining below the weld zone to resist thermal damage. hoses used to transmit inert gas to and from 
the purge cavity and to provide inflation pressure are made from engineering grade nylon. Brass 
gas fittings are located well outside the weld zone so that post weld radiography and ultrasonic 
inspection can take place with the purge system left in place.

it is impractical to be specific across the entire spectrum of diameters and welding procedures other 
than to say that savings are significant. as an example, users report that a 900 mm diameter pipe 
can be fully purged to less than 0.1% oxygen in under 10 minutes. there are reported savings in 
excess of 80% on purge time compared with alternative purging systems so that gas usage can be 
reduced dramatically as a result.

purgelite® systems have been developed to help speed up the welding process for engineers 
involved in the fabrication of pipes and tube lines and assemblies up to 300 mm diameter.
welding ancillary that offers considerable savings in time and inert gas.

the ‘elite’ development incorporates many advances in engineering technology and extends the 
size range to include purge systems as small as 25 mm diameter.

the inflatable components employ low vapour pressure synthetic fabrics with low outgassing rates 
throughout and incorporate a connecting hose with a protection sleeve to resist thermal damage. 
hoses used to transmit inert gas to and from the purge cavity and to provide inflation pressure are 
made from engineering grade nylon.

TEcHNIcAL ARTIcLE -   mAJoR ADVANcES IN WELD PURGE TEcHNoLoGY
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purgeye® monitors were developed by hft® specifically for the weld purge industry to provide 
sensitive oxygen measuring instrumentation. Most fabricators, but stainless steel fabricators in 
particular, need to ensure that the weld root is protected against oxidation. if the root becomes 
oxidised, the affected metal may need to be cleaned and this can be an expensive operation. 
protection is best effected by providing inert gas purging. of course the purge gas itself needs to be 
free of oxygen and a measure of the oxygen content of the purged volume is thus a crucial need for 
the welder.

for routine welding of the majority of stainless steels there is a requirement for the purge gas to 
contain less than 0.1% oxygen or 1000 parts per million (ppm). for these applications the hft® 
purgeye® monitors are more than adequate. More sensitive materials such as titanium alloys and 
some special stainless steels may require oxygen levels to be below 0.01% or 100 ppm.

case Histories

a major us nuclear site employs Quickpurge® and argweld® Weld purge Monitors® to fabricate 
stainless steel duct work ranging in size from 150 to 600 mm.

Before using Quickpurge® the practice was to purge a complete pipe system.

other types of stand-alone dams were unsuitable because of the risk of dams being accidentally left 
in place leading to costly obstruction issues. Water soluble dams were not allowed because post-
weld flushing with water was unacceptable.

a number of observations have been made:

- argon usage has been reduced by up to 90%.
- productivity has increased dramatically and overheads reduced due to the elimination of wasted  
  down-time with welders spending hours waiting for purges.
- a significant benefit has been the elimination of a major jobsite safety issue. Before using      
 Quickpurge®, they would end up with hundreds of feet of ducting that were filled with argon.   
 When the argon was to be expelled from the lines it produced a serious safety issue requiring the   
 evacuation of areas due to dangerously lowered oxygen levels caused by the exhausted argon.

pennecon energy in newfoundland selected argweld® purge systems for a large piping project.

pennecon was awarded a contract that required hundreds of welds on titanium and stainless steel 
piping with sizes up to 1500 mm diameter and they were in the process of gearing up a brand new 
welding facility with multiple welding stations to handle the job.

the company evaluated several alternatives for effective and efficient methods of weld purging in 
order to achieve a purge below 50 parts per million of oxygen. following testing and evaluation and 
after studying the return on investment that the argweld® products offered with reduced operating 
costs, a decision was made to move forward with the procurement of Quickpurge®ii systems and 
purgeye® Weld purge Monitors®.

they are now using the equipment extensively on 250, 450 and 500 mm pipe joints and plan to 
continue to use other argweld® equipment as they move into other pipe sizes.

Latest Innovations

purgeGate® has been added to all Quickpurge® systems. this patented device prevents inflatable 
systems from being over-pressurised even when operators try to increase pressure to increase the 
flow of weld purge gas.

the rootGlo® illuminating tape is now sewn on the centreline of the Quickpurge® system. inside 
the dark pipe, the centering band glows brightly to give welders the opportunity to see all aspects of 
the purge device alignment and the quality of the weld root as it is being welded.
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intacal® is a calibrated gas release system to purge the interspace between the dams. intacal® 
removes the need for expensive and complicated valve systems that need presetting before each 
weld. this time-consuming process is now eliminated, as is the previous problem of incorrectly 
setting valves which frequently led to bursting dams.

Weld purge Monitors® ,the exhaust gases are fed directly to the weld purge monitor and can be set 
to alert the user automatically when the required oxygen level has been reached.

conclusion

advances in weld purging systems for pipeline fabrication have led to the development of equipment 
that meets the requirement for reliability and robustness under site conditions.

Without appropriate purging, oxidation of the weld underbead will usually require removal and the 
cost of this is significant.

a recent document published in the uK by the royal academy of engineering (reference: www.
twi.co.uk/news-events/news/2012-07. Guidance on Best practice for Welding) directs welding 
engineers to recognise the significance of appropriate training. in the case of purging they must 
address the need for education on the necessity for purging and the choice and application of 
appropriate purging techniques.

Fig 1. Effective gas seals need to be 
provided on either side of the joint and 

these need to be far enough away to be 
unaffected by the temperature rise during 
welding. This schematic section illustrates 

how QuickPurge® equipment works.

Fig 2. Engineers prepare to fabricate large 
diameter pipework on the Isle of Grain 

Natural Gas installation using QuickPurge®.

Fig 3. PurgEye® monitors have 
been specifically designed for 

indicating oxygen levels in inert gas 
during weld purging. These rugged 

instruments have a measuring 
range down to 1 part per million on 

an alpha-numeric display.

Fig 4. PurgElite® inflatable purge 
system designed to accommodate 
tube and pipe sizes between 25 

and 300 mm diameter. The 25 mm 
version is the worlds’ smallest fully 

integrated purge system.
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